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Since omnidirectional images contain many

dptection of certain features in the image is

arc segnents, radial directional processing for

appropriate than horizontdl or vertical directional

processing as with usual rectangular images. ionL of the proposed radidl procossing algorithm is

based on the well-known Bresenhan raster fcrr line drawing in discrete integer space, and thus it

is very fast and efEcient. Experimental befiveen the proposed algorithm and conventional

cromlnrtational effi ciency arle presented.horizontal processing in terms offeahre detection

Keywords: Omnidirectional structured ligbt

1. Introduction

Bresenlhram raster algorithm, ftnage feature point

Omnidirectional image has a so0' all rriern that contains much more information than

conventional image. Qmnidirectional images b,e ar:quired through a catadioptric approach that

uses an ordinarv camera and a curved l. 
'llhe omnidirectional imagtng system combined

with a structured light technique can be used an ornnidirectional ranging system [3,4]. Since

they are simple and cost effective, such onnni rangng systems can be employed as an

altemative to uluasonic ring sensors or laser scanners [2]. An exemplar 360' all-

directional distance me{nurement system was based on the catadioptric omnidirectional

imaging approach with structured light, as' i in Fig. I [3,4]. To calculate the distance to

an object from the extracted structr:red lLi image, image processing such as differentiation

between neighboring pixels should be fur orcler to detect feature points of the structured

light pixels; In general, horizontal, vertical, diagonal directional processing is appropriate tbr

camenl However, for the omnidirectional imagetypical rectangular images from a

shown in Fig. I (b) or (c), radial directionall from the optical center is more suitable for

detecting edge feature points of the stuchtred

In this paper, an efficient radial directional

plrr:ls.

light images is proposed based on the

algorithm for onlnidirectional structured

structure of the well-known Bresenham

I

raster algorithm. Commonly used in the of computer graphics, the Bresenham raster
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algorithm draws a liine between two given

addition or subtraction.

usirrg only simple openations such as integer

(a)
Fig. 1. Omnidirectional structured light syril€m and structured light pixel image: (a)

o)

Omnidirectional ranging system with light, (!) Omnidirectional stuctured light image,

(c) Exhacted structuned light pixel image

2. Radial directional processing for re detection

As shown in Fig. 1 (b) and (c), the omni ionil image contains many circular arc edges.

Thus, the edge feature points in the image

processing in the quantized image space of

'be 
missed by vertical or horimntal directional

p'lrel units, as demonstrated in Fig. 2. Fig.2

(a) is an example of a circular arc image.

(b). For simplicity, horizontal directional

processing yields the result shown in Fig. 2

of the image is assumed for the feature

detection. In contrasL with radial processing;

as a consequence, it f,s possible to detect every

direction angle resolution can be set arbitrarily;

pixel on an arc edge, as shown in Fig. 2 (c).

To detect the feature points in an omni imLarge through the radial directional algorithnt,

frrnm the optical center and repetition oftheprocessing for the pixels in one directional

processing for all directional angles up to should be performed. A simple brute-force radial

processing approach for a certain directional d iis shown in Fig. 3 (a).

Fig. 2. Results of feature point detection
(b) (c)
' thre cnnnidirectional structured light image: (a)

Circular arc segment of an omnidirectional

processing, (c) Result of radial processing

structuned light image, (b) Result of horizontal
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In Fig. 3 (a), 1.r", y"; is the starting point of

iMAGES

center, @",y").ra{ial processing i.e., *re

thd cerrter of the 640x480Assuming that the optical center coincides image, the length

of radius r would be Jrzo' +24o' = +oo' Tlhe round(.) casts the as an rmeger,

and processing (m,n) is an image processing such as between neighboring

pixels at location, (n,n) . This simple inbludes floating point ons for r sin I and

reos?; thus, numerous computations are Ivforeover on the size of a r, a

certain pixel might be omitted or twice.

fcrft=q r<40Q r+=Ar)
(
t

x -x r+ rw4 ;
y=ys+rfue;
prrowia(ruad(x), rund(y)\

)

(a) o)
Fig. 3. Algorithm comparison: (a) Simple prfcessing algorithm for directional angle d, (b)

Pseudocode for the Bresenham line

algorithm

{gorithm, (c) trl of the Bresenham

To solve these problems, the computation pf $e u'ell-known raster algorithm is

adopted forthe radial processing inthis paper. Thd Bresenham line algorithm determines

the points in discrete integer space in order to plot an approxirhate line two given points

(x",./") and 1*",t). The Pseudocode of the Bresenham algorithm is given in

Fig. 3 (b) assuming that the slope rr =(y"-1,)/(x"-x,) between points is 0 3 rz < l. In

enor, a pixel (x, y) is marked as an poitt on the line at eacfi step(Fie. 3 (c)). In the

pseudocode, putpixel(x,y) is the marking The line of m> I is svmmetrical to that of

0 < m < t with respect to the diagonal line, / = .x.

beappliedtotheline of m>t simplybysrritchinlthevariables r and y [5].

- 156d

the algorithm in fig. 3 (c) can

ttx(

+ , < 0.:5)
+ m ;

t = € + m - l ' ,

of the Bresenham



raster algorithn, as explained in Fig. 4.

size of the image. It should be noted that

image center at (320,240). For a certain

throu$ tlre image center should satis$ the

or 0<il <1, two points 1r,,.r,"; and 1r",r,)

algorithm are obtained as follows: 1pt wt

ty"= round(y"-rctuag) (Fig. 4). Thea if iv"

where i,, is the round-offinteger of y

A" <o ,the two Points should be

where ni- ,oud(x"* y"la"e) ^d i4=

processing region of x is 03x<'639

4s" < e <904 or I I m 1@ t it is possible to

be noted that the reference axis is y instead

poins according to the method used in the

the Bresenhan-based radial processing are

angle a, and the ndial processing shorrld

-tx.o<o.goo .

Fig. 4. Radial prooessing based onthe algorithm
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(r",.p") = (O ril"I (r",1")

(r",./") = (rr:, 0) (x",t") o9,

of generality, we

cerlter, (t"ry"),

angle d, a pixel

t1n? =1y- y")l@-

radial processing

round-off integer

pair of points (r",./")

ty")

, i.e,, iy"- ron rd {t"-

+te- y"/tne)l . k

>o and u|<x<i i "

r") and (r",y") in a si

this case. It is also

n < 0. To summarize,

using (l) and (2)

for all directional

(539,479)

t s )

not

540x480 for the

incide with the

y) on the line

o o < e < 4 s o

ttre Bresenhm

x = A ,  i . e . ,

,!") dIe

(t)

; ) .ma) .  And i f

Q)

noted that the

4 r " < 0 .  W h e n

. It should

to obtaintlretwo

; and 1r",yr; for

directional

withinthe range



3. Experiment Results
This section presents the performance of de proposed radial processing h terms of feature

detection and computational efficiency and bornpares it with that of donventional horizontal

processing. As the image processing ftlr dbtec,ting features, simple {ifferentiation between

neighboring pixels and thresholding are emplbyed in this paper. Fig. 5 s[rows the results of the

feature detection for the omnidirectional srtnrctured liglrt image in Fig. I (+). The resultant feature

image from the proposed radial processing in Fig. S (U) is much brighter {ran ttre image in Fig. 5
(a) because of the density of the stuctured li$ht pixels detected in the irfrage processing. Many

image features of the structured tight pixels ard missed, especially in ttre hfgHighted region of Fig.

5 (a)' kt order to compare the computational efficiencir:s, the repeat count$ of the for-loops in the

image processing algorithm are analyzed. In the brute'force image processing presented in Fig. 3

(a), processing ofone dimensional line requirbs 400 frr-loop counts, an{ ttre overall processing

needs +00*360ox10=1,,140,000 counts when ld+o.f . In comparisorl the r{peat counts needed in

the proposed radial processing with L0 = 0.i" ate as follows: When lrl = r, F" reference axis is .r

and the counts are 640x90ox10=576,000i when Inl >1, the reference axis if y and the counts are

480x90ox10=432,000. Thus" the total numbe,r of counts is 1,008,000, whict{is approximately 2/3

of the counts for the brute'force processing; al$orithm. It should be noted that the number of for-

loop repetitions in the proposed radial prcrces$ing is bwer than in the a{ove analysis since the
explored interval in the reference axis is reduded according to the posftiln ofthe optical center

(x",r)- Therefore, compared to the basic algoFithdn in Fig. 3 (a), the proflosed radial processing

algorithm is advantageous not merely becauuse it uses only integer operatibns but also because it
has fewer forJoop repetitions.

(a) Horimntal promssirrg (t

Fig. 5. Results of image;processing

4. Conclusion

This paper proposes radial directional image flrocossinLg for feature

- 1$71 -

in omnidirectional
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images. To detect edge feature points in a offifdirectional

an optical center is more suitable than horizontal or

The computational structure of the radial algorithm suggested

the well-known Bresenham raster uses only simple

fewer repeat counts and thus makes the ll computation hi

experiments on an omnidirectional irnage, it is verified

processing algorithm exhibi* betrer

structured li ght pixels.

in regards to
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